La Quintessence des Glaciers
T H E A B S O LU T E YO U T H R I T UA L

Inspired by nature’s rhythm, La Quintessence des Glaciers
is based on the principle of chronobiology in a sumptuous
intensive treatment for day and night. It offers the marriage of
69% exclusive active ingredients combined in 3 ultra-sensual
textures to sublimate the skin in 4 weeks.

La Sève
des Glaciers

La Source
des Glaciers

Illuminating
day complex

Radiance
resurfacing lotion

SMOOTHES | MOISTURIZES |
ILLUMINATES

RESURFACES

• Radiant complexion

• Tightened pores

• Refined texture

• Even complexion

• New skin effect

• Better tonicity
Inflammation, wrinkles, light

Cell renewal

Transformed Skin

Le Nectar
des Glaciers
Repairing
night complex
NOURISHES | REPAIRS

• Nutrition

After 4 weeks of this intensive treatment,
the results are extraordinary:
ANTIWRINKLES

CELL RENEWAL

–10% depth
–13% volume

+35%

ELASTICITY

MORE GLOW

+19%

89%

• Reparation
• Regeneration

Dryness, reparation
NOTES

An absolute fountain of youth for those
who want to offer the best to their skin,
to reinvent it or make it more beautiful.

STAR INGREDIENTS
La Sève des Glaciers

La Source des Glaciers

Le Nectar des Glaciers

Dehydration

Cell renewal

Dryness

Sturgeon DNA
Marvelous Mineral
Complex

PHA (Poly Hydroxy Acid):
Lactobionic Acid

Essence of Bees
complex

Allows an effective,
progressive and
gentle exfoliation

Intensively nourishes,
repairs and soothes

Brings hydration and vitality

Inflammation/Wrinkles

Glacial spring water
liposome
Deeply and precisely
nourishes

Reparation
The Precious plants
Tensing sugar from oat

BHA (Beta Hydroxy Acid):
Salicylic acid

Balances the skin and
instantly smooth the features

Gradually removes dead
cells and purifies pores

Liposome DNA
Strengthens the
intercellular cement

Light

Liposome RNA
Stimulates repair
and healing

Fruit enzymes:
Papaya and
Prickly pear extracts

Royal jelly peptide
liposome

Boost natural peeling
processes and facilitate
cell renewal

Accelerates cell renewal
and the elimination
of oxidized proteins

Apply in the morning instead
of serum, on clean skin. Apply
7 pumps to the face and neck
in smoothing movements from
the inside to the outside.
Follow up with the day cream.

Apply in the evening after
toner, on clean skin. Apply
7 pumps to the face and neck
with hands or cotton pads.
Follow up with Le Nectar
des Glaciers.

Apply in the evening instead
of serum, on clean skin. Apply
7 pumps to the face and neck
in smoothing movements
from the inside to the outside.
Follow up with the night cream.

4 pump bottles 8 ml

1 pump bottle 50 ml

4 pump bottles 8 ml

Chrono-light cocktail
Boosts the skin with its
luminotherapy-like effect
and repairs the damage
associated with light exposure

